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The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that secretary positions in medicine are expected to grow 41 percent by 2020. This is well above average and offers many different opportunities to those who want to support the field of occupational health. According to the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, occupational health is the process of
identifying and controlling risks in the business. These risks may include physical, chemical or other workplace hazards. It is tasked with creating a safe working environment policy and procedure to ensure a safe and healthy working environment in the field of occupational health. Occupational health also includes treatment of workplace injuries.
Occupational health employers can also enter two different groups: healthcare, safety and prevention. Occupational health health groups are doctors or practices specializing in the treatment of worker injuries. Large companies can also be occupational health experts focused on employee safety and incident prevention. Most occupational health secretaries
will be employed in the field of medicine by a practice occupational health doctor or clinic. The Secretary must perform standard secretariat duties in the occupational health environment. According to the BLS, secretaries can be tasked with managing records and filing paperwork, answering the phone, greeting customers, returning emails, responding to
letters and ensure that all policies and procedures are followed in the office. There are some tasks specific to the medical system. The secretary should address confidential information, such as patient health information, know specific medical terms, write or dictate doctor's orders, receive simple medical his his hisdies, and know insurance rules and billing
procedures. Most secretary needs a high school diploma or A GED. However, some occupational health jobs require special training in medical terminology or medical transcription. Medical transcription degrees can be obtained from vocational and public colleges. Secretaries who wish to move to positions such as office manager within the department may
wish to obtain an an executive or bachelor's degree in business or similar fields. The occupational health office can be fast-paced and requires multitasking capability. Answering phones, greeting customers and entering patient information should be done quickly. Medical documents are private and protected by the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act. Secretaries should make sure that all patient documents are out of sight and that patient information is not discussed in an open environment. Secretaries and administrative assistants received an average salary of $38,730 in 2016, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. At the low end, secretaries and administrative A 25
percent salary of $30,500 means that 75 percent earned more than that amount. The 75 percent salary is $48,680, or 25 percent more. In 2016, 3,990,400 people were employed in the United States as secretary and administrative assistant. About author Tara West graduated from the University of Tulsa with a bachelor's degree in business and human
resources. West specializes in parenting, green living and SocialMoms.com a regular contributor to the world. He has been a childhood favorite, featured on a variety of websites including Reading Rainbow. Secretaries use advanced interpersonal knowledge and office duties to serve patients and doctors in the nursing sector. While all you need to get in the
field of a diploma, medical office skills will provide some of the more advanced career opportunities of college education. In addition, nursing secretaries can show bureau expertise with certificates submitted through various associations. The way to become a nursing secretary requires only a high school diploma and basic computer knowledge, knowledge of
computer applications such as Microsoft Suite and English grammar skills. However, nursing secretaries may require special terminology knowledge of the industry. Nursing secretaries can acquire these skills through on-the-job training or formal training. Nursing secretaries can choose to obtain voluntary certification through associations such as the
National Health Professional Association or the International Association of Administrative Professionals to show profiity. With the transition from electronic medical record keeping, nursing secretaries must have excellent computer skills to send emails, create spreadsheets, review incoming documents and manage databases. Communication and
organizational skills are required to communicate in writing and verbally with patients and doctors, write and order notes, and ensure the efficient operation of the office. Secretaries also need customer and personal service information to ensure that the office meets high quality standards and that the patient's needs are met and met. Critical thinking and
problem solving skills are vital to reduce costs and develop innovative ways to address customer complaints or problems. In a nursing job, secretaries are responsible for answering phones and routing calls, operating office equipment, greeting visitors and compiling medical statements. They complete general tasks such as maintaining electronic and paper
filing systems, routing and distributing mail, and reading documents to ensure spelling and grammar accuracy. In addition to office and office duties, nursing secretaries may be responsible for transcription of medical records, protection of inventory resources, directing patient questions or problems, and collecting uncontrolled drugs. May include forwarding
medical records for additional tasks to protect the forms of interviews, purchases and insurance with patients, as well as to ensure that the business remains committed to office policies. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, there is demand for medical secretaries, with a 41 percent job increase projected from 2010 to 2020. Computer applications and
further education will also be the best job opportunities for those with broad skills, the bureau noted. In May 2012, the bureau predicted that most medical secretaries' fees would vary between $21,890 and $45,880, with an average annual wage of $31,350. The states with the highest employment were Texas, California and Ohio. Secretaries and
administrative assistants received an average salary of $38,730 in 2016, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. At the low end, secretaries and administrative assistants earned $30,500 with a 25 percent salary, 75 percent more than that amount. The 75 percent salary is $48,680, or 25 percent more. In 2016, 3,990,400 people were employed in the
United States as secretary and administrative assistant. The author has been writing and editing educational and career articles about Michigan-based Jennifer Betts since 2009. His articles have appeared on various educational websites and blogs. He graduated from Saginaw Valley State University with a bachelor's degree in graphic design and minor in
English. Betts' first writing job was as a ghost writer who created list articles for blogs. The opinions expressed by the entrepreneurial contributors are their own. Who knew that a good job description provided by it could be like a versatile management tool? While it still remains a recruiting tool in the most traditional sense -- a written description that defines a
job by title, core functions, and requirements -- a well-crafted definition also expresses the knowledge, skills and skills needed to successfully accomplish a job. These annotations are extremely useful when it comes to employee training and career development. A business owner can use a good job description not only as a valuable help in the job hiring
process, but also as an outline for reporting relationships and working conditions. It can also be used for a well-crafted job description: Performance management. You can use this to set measurable performance goals based on tasks in the job description, and then run your employees to achieve them as needed. Training and employee development. You
can use employee job descriptions as incentives to continue employees' classes, seminars, and other career development activities, as well as descriptions of potential job promotions. Compensation. Job descriptions can be useful in developing a standardized compensation program that is minimum and maximum for each position. Recognition and rewards.
Descriptions as a basis for performance and as a tool to promote performance above and beyond the job description to get recognition and rewards. Discipline. If necessary, you can use the job description to show that an employee has not performed enough of the job functions. Back-to-work programs. You can prepare for light or modified task options so
that a worker can absorb a softer transition from a compensation injury or work. Basic business function analysis. Written job descriptions became increasingly important in July 1992, due to the enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). A well-developed job description can provide detailed information about the basic functions of a job. An
employee requests reasonable accommodation under the ADA when this is very helpful. A job description can include training requirements, work experience, physical requirements, audit responsibilities, and prerea byes for positions such as required certificates or licenses. Well-developed, accurate job descriptions can also be useful in providing a defense
against employment discrimination charges beyond the hiring process. When it comes to job description, flexibility is key. It may be wise to create more general job definitions that emphasize expectations and account ability rather than specific tasks, thereby encouraging employees to focus on results rather than work tasks. A broader job description is also
easier to maintain - it doesn't require changes to every minor change in task. Mary Massad is director of HR product development for Administaff, a leading personnel management company that serves as a full-service human resources department for thousands of small and medium-sized enterprises throughout the United States. For additional HR
information, visit HR PowerHouse, an HR website supported by Administaff. Get discounts delivered directly to your inbox to your favorite books. Every week we'll present a different book and share special deals you won't find anywhere else. Jumpstart Your Business. Entrepreneur Insider is all you have access to the skills, experts, and network you need to
get your business off the ground or take it to the next level. Do you pay a lot of money for work insurance? Are there critical gaps in your coverage? Trust the Entrepreneur to help you find it. Out.
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